
ACOUSTIC LIGHT WAVE
HEALING WITH ELECTROMEDICINE

Brief History of the Acoustic Light Wave:
Electromedicine, which is widely used in Europe, is less known and employed in the United States despite its known and 
proposed therapeutic effects. It has come under unfair scrutiny due to its ability to destabilize modern medicine and provide an 
inexpensive treatment in comparison to modern techniques and toxic drugs. 

Dr. Royal Raymond Rife developed the first “Rife Ray” (the “Rife Ray” is what modern Acoustic Light Wave machines are 
based off of) in the early to mid 1900’s and employed it in his medical practices. His research showed that his treatments were 
effective in devitalizing pathogens and diseased organisms. The original “Rife Ray” was lost, however, using modern technol-
ogy, the ray has been revitalized and we are now realizing the broad and amazing applications this technology brings to the 
medical field. 

How Does the Acoustic Light Wave Work?
The Acoustic Light Wave works by employing high frequency waves to break down cell walls in pathogens and disease organ-
isms. Effectively targeting these organisms requires knowledge of the organisms specific MOR (or Mortal Oscillatory Rate). 
The mortal oscillatory rate is described as the rate at which said organism resonates (or vibrates). The atoms and molecules 
that make up our world are constantly in motion (vibrating) and the same is true for pathogens and disease causing organ-
isms. So by matching frequency of said organisms we can theoretically break down and devitalize them, effectively eradicating 
most if not all of the targeted organisms. 

Simply put, the treatment can be compared to an opera singer shattering crystal glass by singing at a certain fre-
quency. The glass, which is vibrating at a certain frequency will shatter similar to the way the organism shatters. 

Benefits of the Acoustic Light Wave:
• Are Non-invasive.
• Support the body’s innate abiility to heal rather than 

bypassing it’s natural functions.
• Are fairly easy to use.
• Can be utilized over the course of a lifetime to treat 

many conditions.
• Are relatively inexpensive considering their range and 

scope.

Some of the Conditions Acoustic Light Wave May Help:
• Lyme Disease
• Necrotizing Fasciitis
• Atherosclerosis
• Mumps
• Common Cold
• Bacillus Coli Virus
• Can target various Microbes
• Can target Bacterial Infections
• Can target Viral Infections



How Many Treatments Will I Need?
The number of frequencies you use per session, the time allotted for each frequency, the duration of sessions, and the number 
of sessions you give yourself daily or weekly all depend on your condition, the amount of cellular die-off in your system, and 
your own unique situation. Seek advice from your health care practitioner. 

Other Idaho Falls Providers:
Other local providers who use Acoustic Light Wave technology have found that after the minimum of five sessions change can 
be noticed. 
Clinics in the area may have shown a reduction in symptoms of the following:
• Symptoms of the Common Cold
• Bladder/Urogenital Discomfort
• Sinus Issues
• Virus/Bacteria
• Epstein Barr Virus
• Lyme Disease

This list, although small, is not an all inclusive list of the wide range of conditions ALW (Acoustic Light Wave) can potentially 
treat. Due to its proposed effectiveness against microbes, viruses, and bacteria, the list of ailments that may benefit from ALW 
therapy is incredibly large. The ALW lets us program 300+ frequencies indications which can be selected for the exact indica-
tion desired by you.

This amazing technology, which was previously lost to time, is available now at the Healing Sanctuary in conjuction with our 
revolutionary Mild Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy. Schedule an appointment today with your health care provider to discuss the 
amazing benefits ALW may bring to your life. 
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All at the Healing Sanctuary. 


